









Predicting Comparison Choices in Intergroup Settings: A new look








The question of which comparisons members of social groups make is a fascinating one, not least because a preference or aversion for certain types of comparisons will have a number of important implications. For example, comparison choices may determine whether people perceive existing discrimination, whether they feel deprived, and whether they are satisfied with their own or their group’s outcomes. Comparison choices might also affect perceptions of entitlement, and they might raise or lower people’s aspirations. Not surprisingly, then, comparisons play a central role in several social psychological theories of intergroup relations, such as Social Identity Theory (Tajfel & Turner, 1986) and Relative Deprivation Theory (Runciman, 1966). 
In this chapter, we will briefly review some predictions about comparison choices that can be derived from one of the most important theories of intergroup relations, namely Social Identity Theory (SIT). Then, we will discuss some other theories and research which suggest that some additional mechanisms are at play which are neglected in the original SIT conception. Synthesising the insights from these two sections, the research questions can be summarised in four themes: The effect on comparison choices of (a) comparison motives, (b) status/deprivation relative to a target, (c) structural variables (stability, permeability, and legitimacy), and (d) identification. To speak to these four themes, we will review some empirical evidence we have obtained from three surveys among members of different ethnic groups and seven studies that used different methodologies and focussed on different intergroup contexts. Finally, some general conclusions are drawn and directions for future research are discussed. 
Social Identity Theory: Predictions regarding Comparison Choices
The basic premise of SIT is that people derive part of their self-concept and self-esteem from their group memberships. Further, it is assumed that people have a need for a positive social identity, and that they therefore strive to distinguish their ingroup positively from relevant outgroups. Hence, people compare their ingroup with outgroups (intergroup comparison) in order to construe their group as both different from and superior to other groups. Implicit in this hypothesis is an assumption which will be of relevance in the present context: SIT assumes that comparisons will mainly be motivated by ‘enhancement’, i.e. by a desire to see the ingroup as comparatively better. By inference, this should mean that people will avoid comparing with upward social targets which are doing better than the ingroup and which are further up in the social hierarchy (Hogg, 2000; see also Buunk & Oldersma, 2001; Wills, 1981, for evidence of this mechanism from the interpersonal domain). 
	However, in naturalistic settings there is often a wealth of potential downward targets available (Taylor, Moghaddam, & Bellerose, 1989), comparisons with many of which might be fit to fulfil the enhancement motive. Therefore, there is a need for some more specific predictions about which one of those comparators will be chosen in any given context. SIT suggests that ‘similarity, proximity, and situational salience are among the variables that determine outgroup comparability’ (Tajfel & Turner, 1986, p. 17) - i.e., that make comparisons with a given group more likely. The role of similarity and proximity has also been acknowledged by other theorists, mainly in the interpersonal research domain, and has yielded largely supportive findings (Festinger, 1954; Gartrell, 2002; Goethals & Darley, 1977; Runciman, 1966; Wheeler, 1966; Zagefka & Brown, in press). 
However, SIT also posits that certain socio-structural conditions might render previously incomparable groups comparable (Tajfel, 1978; see also Hogg, 2000; Hogg & Abrams, 1988): In situations in which the social stratifications appear illegitimate and/or unstable, the psychological possibility arises that the stratifications might (be) change(d), and people might start comparing with quite dissimilar outgroups, such as privileged groups at the very top of the social hierarchy or deprived groups at its lower end. Another socio-structural variable of importance is the permeability of group boundaries. SIT predicts that the default strategy of members of low status groups for obtaining a positive social identity is ‘individual mobility’ (i.e. leaving the group). Only under conditions where this is not an option will people resort to other means of obtaining a positive social identity (Ellemers, 1993; Wright, 1997), such as selectively adjusting their comparison preferences. 
	Another variable important in SIT research which might influence comparison choices is the strength of people’s ingroup identification. Identification is thought to be associated with a person’s readiness to use social categories for self-definition (Turner, 1999), and it should therefore also influence comparisons that are based on these social categories. High identifiers should furthermore be more motivated to distinguish their ingroup positively from relevant outgroups. Since positive distinctiveness is thought to be achieved mainly by means of intergroup comparisons, it follows that one might expect high identifiers to be more interested in intergroup comparisons than low identifiers. This prediction is echoed by the theorising of other scholars also (Crocker, Major, & Steele, 1998; Major, 1994). 
	The predictions that can be derived from SIT regarding factors that influence comparison choices can now be summarised. First, comparisons are mainly motivated by ‘enhancement’, i.e. by a desire to see the self and the ingroup in a positive light. Hence, comparisons with upward targets should be avoided, and downward targets should be preferred. Second, perceived similarity with, proximity to and frequency of contact with a given outgroup should make comparisons with this group more likely. Third, impermeability of the group boundaries and perceived illegitimacy and instability of the social stratifications will impact on comparison choices to render previously incomparable targets comparable. Fourth, ingroup identification should be positively related to interest in comparing with outgroups. 
	We were particularly interested to test the first, third, and fourth of these predictions (for evidence regarding the second, see Zagefka & Brown, in press). While much research has investigated the consequences of comparisons in intergroup settings (e.g. Guimond, Dif & Aupy, 2002; Hewstone, Rubin & Willlis, 2002; Mullen, Brown, & Smith, 1992), to date surprisingly little work has assessed comparison choices themselves (Brown, 2000; see Brown & Haeger, 1999, Smith & Leach, 2004; Taylor et al., 1989, for exceptions) or even tested the predictions regarding comparisons that might be derived from SIT. The program of work presented here set out to do precisely that. However, our research was not only guided by SIT, but also influenced by some more recent insights yielded in other fields of social psychology. These will now be reviewed. 
Other Theories and Research
	Motives other than enhancement. While SIT postulates the primacy of an ‘enhancement’ motive guiding comparisons, the existence of other motives has long been acknowledged. In his seminal paper on social comparison, Festinger (1954) highlighted a motivation to accurately ‘evaluate’ the position of the self. Also of importance might be ‘equity’ and justice concerns (Tyler, 2001), whereby people are motivated to point out, draw attention to, and ultimately rectify social injustices (either against themselves or against the comparison Other) by means of comparisons (Haeger, Mummendey, Mielke, Blanz, & Kanning, 1996; Levine & Moreland, 1987; Van Knippenberg & Van Oers, 1984). Equity was also identified as an important motive in a study by Taylor and colleagues (1989); who tested the effects of the motives of ‘equity appeal’, ‘reality testing’ and ‘group enhancement’ on intergroup comparisons in Quebec. Another important motive is ‘improvement’, a desire to seek out information on how to ameliorate the position of the self (Collins, 1996; Huguet, Dumas, Monteil, & Genestoux, 2001). A host of other motives has also been suggested, such as the motive to establish psychological closeness and a ‘common bond’ with the comparison target through the comparison activity (Hegelson & Mickelson, 1995). However, it is beyond the scope of this chapter to review all those. Apart from ‘enhancement’, ‘evaluation’ and ‘equity’ are without doubt the motives that are cited most frequently in the literature. Hence, we were interested to test their effects on comparison choices in intergroup settings. 
	Primacy of the Ingroup? As outlined above, on the basis of SIT one could expect identification to be positively correlated with intergroup comparison interest. However, some alternative scenarios are conceivable. Going back to Allport’s classic ‘The Nature of Prejudice’ (1954), in chapter 3 he clearly states that ingroup attachment and the preference of ingroups over outgroups might often be a more primary concern of group members than hostilities against outgroups (see also Brewer, 1999). Indeed, following this thinking, people’s group identities need not necessarily be sustained in relation to other groups. If this was true, one might expect identification to be positively related to a heightened intragroup – rather than intergroup – focus, and therefore identification might be positively related to intragroup comparisons (i.e. comparisons within the group, with other ingroup members), rather than intergroup comparisons. We were interested to test these two hypotheses against each other. 
	Other types of comparisons. As should be clear from the review above, SIT is concerned with intergroup comparisons, i.e. with people comparing their ingroup with relevant outgroups (we will call this comparison type ‘intergroup comparisons on the group level’). However, many other types of comparisons also exist (for taxonomies, see Haeger, et al., 1996; Levine & Moreland, 1987). Here, we are concerned with three additional types; those are what we label ‘intergroup comparisons on the group membership level’, ‘intragroup comparisons’, and ‘temporal comparisons’. 
	Intergroup comparisons can be sub-divided into two categories: Comparing the entire ingroup with some outgroup (what we call ‘intergroup comparisons on the group level’), or comparing the individual self with members of outgroups while group memberships are salient, i.e. while the comparison subject is aware of the respective group memberships (what we call ‘intergroup comparisons on the group membership level’). We argue that these two types are conceptually and empirically distinct. Intergroup comparisons on the group membership level are particularly relevant to Stigma Theory. Crocker and Major (1989) propose three strategies by which members of low-status stigmatised groups protect themselves from the adverse effects of holding a negatively evaluated social identity. One of these strategies is the ‘intragroup comparison bias’. The theory proposes that members of stigmatised groups will compare their outcomes to those of other ingroup members, rather than to those of privileged outgroup members, in order to protect their self-esteem. In other words, they might elect to be ‘cognitively blind’ to their comparatively bad outcomes, because they avoid any information that reflects negatively on the self. This notion, which has generated some empirical support (Deaux & Martin, 2001; Finlay & Lyons, 2000), is reminiscent of the SIT hypothesis that people are motivated by ‘enhancement’ considerations to avoid comparisons that with superior outgroup targets. The two theoretical approaches differ, however, in that SIT concerns itself with intergroup comparisons on the group level (i.e. ingroup-outgroup comparisons), whereas Stigma Theory is concerned with the relative frequency of ‘intergroup comparisons on the group membership level’ and ‘intragroup comparisons’ (i.e. individual self-outgroup member comparisons, or individual self-ingroup member comparisons). The present research attended to all these comparison types. One advantage on focussing on the individual self in intergroup comparisons is that – in line with Crocker and Major’s (1989) suggestions - the self-expressed interest in comparing the self with outgroup members (intergroup comparison on the group membership level) can be compared to the interest of the same person in comparing the self with ingroup members (intragroup comparison). We will elaborate on this below. 
Another important type of comparison that does not feature in SIT are temporal comparisons (Albert, 1977, see chapter 4, this volume), in which people compare either themselves or their entire ingroup with the same target at some point in the past or the future.​[1]​ Recently some evidence has emerged showing that this type of comparison might be more important than previously thought (Brown & Haeger, 1999; Brown & Middendorf, 1996; Wilson & Ross, 2000). Importantly, research suggests that temporal comparisons might be particularly amenable to self-gratifying cognitive distortions that result in a favourable comparative outcome (McFarland & Alvaro, 2000). Hence, they might be particularly suited to fulfil the ‘enhancement’ motive emphasised by SIT (Brown & Haeger, 1999; Blanz, Mummendey, Mielke, & Klink, 1998). For these reasons, the present research focussed simultaneously on social comparisons (with other people or groups) and temporal comparisons (with the self/ingroup in the past). 
Synthesising the insights gained from the original formulation of SIT and related theories and research, the following questions guided our program of work: First of all, we were interested to see which comparisons members of a naturalistic group do and do not engage in. Then, we were concerned with predicting comparison choices, particularly to investigate the effects of variables that have heretofore been unduly neglected. These are (a) comparison motives, (b) status/deprivation relative to a target, (c) structural variables (stability, permeability, and legitimacy), and (d) identification.
Comparisons in Ethnic Minority Settings
Much of our research was concerned with ethnic minority and majority members in two European countries. These groups were chosen because we were interested to investigate comparisons in a naturalistic setting where comparison choices have potentially important practical consequences, rather than using artificial laboratory groups, which have already been frequently employed by research in the SIT tradition. Ethnic groups as a social category also easily lend themselves for testing some of the predictions central to SIT, as many of the variables important to the theory (identification, comparison motives, permeability, legitimacy, etc) should be of great subjective relevance to the actors in these settings. 
We chose ‘economic standing’ as the comparison dimension. Although we acknowledge that patterns that emerge for one comparison dimension might not necessarily generalise to other dimensions (e.g. members of ethnic groups might chose different comparison targets when thinking about their economic situation than they would when thinking about their moral values or military power), restricting the research to one dimension was necessary for practical reasons. Again, ‘economic standing’ was chosen because many of the variables of interest to us can easily be conceived to be of importance for this topic (e.g., thinking about one’s financial situation might be affected by enhancement motives, or equity concerns, etc). Three hitherto unpublished surveys among ethnic minority and majority members will provide the empirical ‘backbone’ to the rest of the chapter. However, for each hypothesis, we also review some evidence generated by research that focussed on other types of groups, and that used different methodologies. 
To get a first handle on which comparisons members of ethnic groups are interested in out of a wealth of possibilities, three surveys were conducted. The first one comprised 300 ethnic majority members in Germany (i.e. Germans), the second comprised ethnic majority and minority members in Germany (116 Germans, 166 minority members of mainly Turkish descent), and the third comprised 221 minority members in England (mainly of Asian and African descent). The third study had a longitudinal design: 118 of the participants filled out the same questionnaire at a second point in time approximately two weeks later. Participants in all studies were adolescent secondary school students. 
	Participants were asked to indicate on 5-point Likert scales how important it was for them to compare with several targets when thinking or talking about their economic situation (1 = not at all to 5 = very). Options were ‘ingroup members’ (intragroup target), ‘people in the country where you and/or your parents are from’ (origin target, for minority participants only), ‘your own situation in the past’ (temporal target), ‘majority members’ (majority target, for minority participants only), ‘people in the developing world’ (developing world target), ‘members of other minorities in your country of residence’ (for minority participants only) or ‘members of minorities’ (for majority participants), ‘Americans’ (American target), and ‘Asylum seekers’ (Asylum target, this option was not included in study 3). Participants also completed some other measures (e.g. ingroup identification). Those will be discussed later. 
	For each sample, an ANOVA was conducted with ‘Target’ as a repeated measures factor, testing for differences in comparison interest in those targets. All analyses yielded significant main effects for Target. As is apparent from figure 1, participants in both majority member samples (studies 1 and 2) were most interested in the intragroup, temporal, and developing world targets. Participants in both minority member samples (studies 2 and 3) were most interested in the intragroup, temporal, and origin targets. We have obtained similar results in two other surveys among members of ethnic groups (Zagefka & Brown, in press), where results also showed that participants were primarily interested in comparing with other ingroup members or with themselves at a point in the past. 
Insert Figure 1 here
Two points are worth noting. The fact that mean comparison interest for some of the targets was below the midpoint of the scale does mean that it was not particularly high for those targets. However, this does not impair the conclusions drawn here, since we were mainly concerned with relative, rather than absolute, comparison interest. Secondly, in retrospect it is unclear whether the ‘origin’ target was perceived to be an ingroup or outgroup target for minority members. Quite possibly, interest in this target was so high precisely because many minority participants perceived this to be an intragroup comparison. Results for this target are not easily interpretable without further data. Nonetheless, overall the findings have several important implications: Firstly, they provide some preliminary evidence that the emphasis SIT puts on intergroup comparisons might have to be revised or at least qualified: Intragroup and temporal comparisons seem to be more common than intergroup comparisons, at least for the groups and contexts investigated here. Our findings support the idea of the ‘primacy of the ingroup’ (i.e. people are more concerned with their ingroup and less with other groups and intergroup comparisons). They also underscore the importance of focussing simultaneously on intragroup and intergroup comparisons, a perspective that is in line with Stigma Theory, but not SIT. Further, our findings emphasise the importance of attending not only to social comparisons, but to temporal comparisons also. 
The next task is to explain why the targets that generate the modal comparison interest are so attractive. Which factors cause the high interest in intragroup and temporal comparisons? Why are majority members also interested in the developing world target, and why are minority members also interested in the origin target? The literature reviewed above suggests a variety of factors that might drive the pattern of results. Considering the potential effects of ‘motives’, intragroup and temporal comparisons might have been particularly attractive because they best satisfy ‘enhancement’ desires. Furthermore, majority members might have compared with people in the third world because of equity concerns on behalf of the comparison Other, and minority members might compare with people in their country of origin because of a desire to affiliate and feel close with this category of people. But, of course, ‘motives’ are not the only factor that might have driven the responses. In the next section, we will explore the effects on comparison choices of comparison motives, status/deprivation relative to a target, structural variables (stability, permeability, and legitimacy) and identification. 
(a) Comparison Motives
As outlined above, comparisons can be made for different reasons. In other words, they can be differentially motivated. This rationale is what we had in mind when we asked the participants of studies 1 and 2 to indicate which factors motivate their interest in comparing with different targets. Specifically, we were interested in ‘enhancement’, ‘equity’, and ‘evaluation’. The following predictions were made: (H1a) In line with findings from the interpersonal comparison literature, ‘evaluation’ was expected to be a consistently important motivator of comparisons. (H1b) In line with the ‘intragroup comparison bias’ hypothesis of Stigma Theory and with the finding that temporal comparisons might be particularly self-servingly amenable, it was expected that intragroup and temporal comparisons would be motivated by ‘enhancement’ rather than ‘equity’ concerns. (H1c) In line with the assertion that ‘equity’ motives will be particularly important in ethnic intergroup settings due to the prevailing popular discourse and media coverage, it was expected that intergroup comparisons would be motivated primarily by ‘equity’ rather than ‘enhancement’ (as would be expected on the basis of SIT). 
Participants indicated why they compare themselves with ingroup members, with themselves in the past, and with members of the majority (for minority participants) or members of ethnic minorities (for majority participants). They indicated on 5-point Likert scales how much they compared with each target (a) in order to show that they are treated unfairly and get less than they deserve (equity own motive), (b) in order to show that members of other groups are treated unfairly and get less than they deserve (equity other motive), (c) in order to evaluate their situation as correctly and accurately as possible (evaluation motive), and (d) in order to feel good about themselves (enhancement motive). Note that the ‘equity other’ motive was not assessed in relation to the temporal target. In study 1, all participants responded to all four motives when comparing with each of the three targets. In study 2, ‘Target’ was a between subjects factor: Each participant responded to each of the four motives only with regard to one of the three targets. ANOVAs were conducted to assess the importance of different motives when comparing with different types of targets. Results are displayed in table 1. 
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	As apparent in the table, the results were in line with our predictions: ‘Evaluation’ was an important motive consistently across ‘comparison targets’ and across samples; temporal comparisons were motivated more by ‘enhancement’ than by ‘equity’ concerns; intragroup comparisons were motivated more by ‘enhancement’ than by ‘equity’ concerns (although ‘equity other’ was also important for the participants of study 1); and comparisons with outgroup members were motivated more by ‘equity’ concerns than by ‘enhancement’ (more precisely, by ‘equity other’ in study 1, and ‘equity own’ in the other two samples). 
	Some further evidence that ‘motives’ causally affect comparison preferences was yielded by study 3. Here ‘motives’ were assessed in a more general manner (i.e., not specifically tied to comparison targets): Two scales assessed participants’ general motivation to point out and rectify injustices that their ingroup suffers (‘equity own’), and to see the ingroup in a positive light and ignore everything that reflects negatively on the ingroup (‘enhancement’). A comparison bias (i.e. a preference to compare with intragroup and temporal targets rather than with intergroup targets) was regressed longitudinally from these two motives (controlling for the DV at time 1). The overall model was significant, and both motives were significant predictors. In line with H1b and H1c, low ‘equity’ motives and high ‘enhancement’ motives causally predicted a preference for intragroup and temporal, rather than intergroup, comparisons. 
	Evidence from other intergroup settings. An effect of ‘motives’ on comparisons was also obtained in some other studies, focussing on other types of groups and employing other research designs. In line with some previous findings from the interpersonal comparison domain (Wood, 1989), it was expected that ‘evaluation’ would generally lead to a heightened interest in upward social targets, and that ‘enhancement’ would generally lead to a more interest in downward social targets (H1d). In one experiment (study 4, Brown & Zagefka, 2004), work groups of psychology students (N = 115) were given (fake) feedback about the performance of their group compared to other work groups in the class. They were asked to indicate how interested they are to compare their result with several social targets (e.g. the group that did best/worst, just a bit better/worse than their own group) and with the performance of their own group at a different point in time. Their ‘motives’ for comparing were manipulated: Participants were asked to choose those targets that would either help them to ‘evaluate’ their result, that would help them to ‘enhance’ (i.e. feel good about their result), or they were given no specific instructions (control condition). As expected, participants in ‘Evaluate’ were significantly more interested in social upward comparisons (reflected in a higher interest in comparing with the ‘best’ group, and in an overall higher rank of the outgroups chosen for comparative purposes) than participants in ‘Enhance’. 
	In another study (study 5), school students (N = 207) were given (fake) feedback about the average IQ of the students in their school. They were asked how interested they were to compare this result to the result of (a) the best school in town, (b) the worst school in town, and (c) the average result of their school last year. Some students were asked to indicate their choices with an ‘evaluation’ motive in mind, and others with an ‘enhancement’ motive in mind. Controlling for initial comparison interest, instructions to compare in order to ‘enhance’ led to a significant decline in interest in comparing with the best school. 
	In another study (study 6) with school students, participants (N = 164) were given (fake) feedback about the average IQ of students at their school. They were asked to indicate on Likert scales how interested they were to compare this result to the result of (a) the best school in town, (b) the worst school in town, (c) a school similar to theirs, and (d) the result of their school at in the past. This time, evaluation and enhancement motives were measured, rather than manipulated. Regression analyses revealed that students attributed greater importance to comparisons with the best and worst schools the more they were motivated by ‘evaluation’, and greater importance to comparisons with the temporal and similar targets the more they were motivated by ‘enhancement’. 
	Another study (study 7) that found an effect of ‘motives’ on comparison choices was a survey we conducted among academic staff at a mid-ranking British university (N = 199) (Brown & Zagefka, 2004). In the UK, all universities are regularly evaluated for their teaching and research and their relative merits are published in national league tables. Participants were asked to indicate which comparators they look for in the league tables in order to assess the performance of their institution. Since participants were from a mid-ranking university, there were plenty of both upward and downward social comparison options. Participants’ interest in comparing the current performance of their university with the performance in the past was also assessed. Comparison interest in each of the targets was measured on a Likert-scale. In addition, half the participants indicated their choices in a hypothetical scenario in which ‘enhancement’ motives would be present, and the other half in a scenario where this would not be the case (control). As expected, this manipulation significantly affected participants’ comparison choices. Compared to the control condition, participants in the enhancement condition were significantly less interested in making social upward choices, and more interested in making social downward choices. 
	In sum, and supporting some previous theorising and research (see above), we find converging evidence that people engage in social comparisons in a strategic way. Comparisons are motivated, and people will seek out that comparison target which best promises to match their goal and prevalent motive at the time. In general, it seems to be that social upward targets satisfy particularly an ‘evaluation’ motive, temporal, intragroup, and social downward targets seem mainly to lend themselves for the fulfilment of ‘enhancement’ motives, and comparisons with members of outgroups are often motivated by ‘equity’ concerns, be it on behalf of the self or on behalf of the comparison Other. 
(b) Relative Status/Deprivation of the Target
Implicit in SIT is the hypothesis that the status of the self compared to a target, and the relative deprivation (RD, Gurr, 1970; Runciman, 1966) of the self vis-à-vis the target, should also affect interest in comparing with it. On the basis of the primary enhancement motive postulated by SIT, one could expect comparisons with upward targets to be avoided, because such comparisons will reflect negatively on the self (negative effect of RD on comparison interest). The same prediction is made by Stigma Theory, which also assumes that ‘enhancement’ will be the factor driving the comparisons of members of stigmatised groups. Yet, at the same time, SIT proposes that under some circumstances targets that are disparate from the self/ingroup on the status hierarchy become ‘comparable’. This is expected to be the case when status hierarchies are perceived as illegitimate and unstable. Under these conditions, people might elect to compare with superior targets relative to which they are deprived in order to challenge the social stratifications (positive effect of RD on comparison interest).​[2]​ As we have seen above, such a positive effect might also be expected if ‘equity’ concerns – stressed in the Equity and Justice Literature - are strong. In sum then, we expected RD vis-à-vis a target to negatively impact on comparison interest if enhancement motives are prevalent (H2a). In contrast, we expected RD to positively impact on comparison interest if equity motives are prevalent (H2b). 
	Study 3 (i.e. the longitudinal study among ethnic minority members, see above) included interval measures of affective and cognitive deprivation perceived relative to each of the comparison targets. Items were adapted from Tropp and Wright (1999; see also Wright & Tropp, 2002). The measures were used to predict longitudinally the comparison interest in each target (controlling for comparison interest at time 1). Results are displayed in table 2. As is apparent, affective RD positively predicts comparison interest for the majority target, affective RD negatively predicts comparison interest for the temporal target, and cognitive RD negatively predicts comparison interest for the intragroup target. Given what we have already seen about the differential motives that guide comparisons with these targets, this pattern is in line with H2a and b: The effect or RD on comparison interest is moderated by prevalent motives. If ethnic minority members compare with majority members mainly out of equity concerns and to point out injustices against their group, we would expect such a positive effect of RD. If, on the other hand, ethnic minority members compare with temporal and intragroup targets mainly for enhancement reasons, we would expect such negative effects of RD. 
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	Evidence from other Intergroup Settings. Although the positive effect of RD on comparison interest for the intergroup target makes sense for ethnic minority members in situations where equity concerns are important, those concerns need not be necessarily always the most prevalent ones in intergroup settings. It is self-evident that in settings where the hierarchy is not conceived of as unfair, members of inferior groups will not be concerned about unfairness against their group. We reasoned that while inequality and fairness is likely to be important for ethnic minorities in any given European country (due to the current prevailing media coverage and discourse regarding institutionalised discrimination), thus giving rise to equity concerns, such issues will be of less significance when people compare the economic situation of their country with that of other European countries. In this instance, equity concerns might be pushed aside by stronger ‘enhancement’ motives. In line with H2a, under prevalent ‘enhancement’ motive conditions a negative effect of perceived relative deprivation of the ingroup vis-à-vis a given target on interest in comparing with this target might be expected. With this in mind, an experiment was conducted (study 8, Zagefka, 2004) which manipulated perceived deprivation of Italian students (N = 52) vis-à-vis English students. Participants read fake newspaper articles which led half the sample to believe that Italian students are very deprived compared to English students, or that they are not deprived compared to this target for the other half. Then, participants’ interest in comparing with English students in general, their personal situation with that of English students, and the situation of Italian students as a whole with that of English students was assessed. As expected, the manipulation significantly affected comparison interest. In line with the predictions, comparison interest on all three indices was lower in the ‘high deprivation’ condition than it was in the ‘no deprivation’ condition. 
However, a slightly more complicated state of affairs might be underlying the effect of RD on comparison preferences. As we have seen above, there is considerable merit in assessing simultaneously intragroup and intergroup comparison interest. Further, ‘enhancement’ motives are suggested to be prevalent in inter-nation settings (causing the negative effect of RD on comparison interest). It is conceivable that participants prefer intra- over intergroup comparisons (and vice versa) only if such a comparisons bias is conducive to the fulfilment of the ‘enhancement’ motive. More specifically, one could expect participants to prefer intragroup over intergroup comparisons if they are group but not personally deprived (i.e., deprived vis-à-vis members of a higher status outgroup, but not deprived vis-à-vis ingroup members; Runciman, 1966; Vanneman & Pettigrew, 1972; see also Dube & Guimond, 1986; Smith, Spears, & Hamstra, 1999). In contrast, one could expect participants to prefer intergroup over intragroup comparisons if they are personal but not group deprived. Such a pattern would be in line with ‘enhancement’ motivated comparisons: People always prefer the type of comparison with the most self-flattering result. Intragroup comparisons should be particularly flattering for those who feel group but not personally deprived (PD), and intergroup comparisons should be particularly flattering for those who feel personally but not group deprived (GD). 
An experiment was conducted to test this prediction (study 9, Zagefka, 2004). We manipulated both the perceived personal and the perceived group deprivation of Italian students (N = 76) by having them read fake newspaper articles. Participants were led to believe that they are either deprived or not deprived personally compared to other Italian students. This experimental factor was crossed orthogonally with the experimental ‘group deprivation’ factor: Students were led to believe that Italian students as a whole are either deprived or not deprived vis-à-vis students in other European countries. Then, their intragroup and intergroup comparison interest was measured by participants’ indicating on Likert scales how much they would like to ‘read more’ about the situation of other Italian students and about the situation of students in other European countries, respectively. Analysis of the ratings yielded the predicted pattern of means: Those in the high PD/ low GD condition showed a preference for intergroup over intragroup comparisons, while those in the low PD/ high GD condition did not. 
	In sum, clear evidence was found that perceived deprivation relative to a target affects interest in comparing with this target. The effect will be negative if ‘enhancement’ is strong, and it will be positive if ‘equity’ concerns are strong. In addition, study 9 showed that a preference for one type of comparison over another is influenced by the standing of the self relative to both comparison targets. Again, this result underscores the considerable merit of focussing simultaneously on both intra- and intergroup processes (see also Tyler, Degoey, & Smith, 2001). 
(c) Structural variables: Legitimacy, Stability, Permeability
As we have seen, SIT proposes that stability, illegitimacy, and permeability will impact on comparison choices. However, predictions that can be derived are very vague. At a most basic level, perceived instability and illegitimacy of the social stratifications will increase the interest in comparing with targets that were previously incomparable because they were too different from the self referent. What might this mean concretely? This might mean that people will start comparing with targets at the very top of the social hierarchy (for ethnic minority members, which can be conceived of as being quite far down this index), or that members of mid-ranking groups will start comparing with targets at both the very top and bottom of the hierarchy. Predictions about the effects of permeability are even harder to derive. We therefore tested the effects of the structural variables in a more exploratory manner. 
One study fit to answer questions about the effect of permeability and stability is study 3 (the longitudinal study with ethnic minority members, see above). Participants of this study had completed measures to indicate how easy they thought it was to transcend ethnic group boundaries (e.g. ‘It is easy for members of ethnic minority groups to be considered British’) and how stable they perceived the social stratifications of ethnic groups in Britain to be in terms of status and economic standing. Interest in comparing with majority members, ingroup members and the temporal target were regressed, in turn, from permeability, stability, and their interaction. 
	Cross-sectionally, temporal comparison interest was predicted by both stability and permeability. Stability and permeability did not significantly predict comparisons with majority members and ingroup members. Longitudinally, intragroup comparison interest was predicted by permeability (but not stability). Stability and permeability did not have any longitudinal effects on temporal comparisons and comparisons with majority members. 
	Evidence from other Intergroup Settings. Another study that yielded data regarding the effects of structural variables on comparison choices is the staff survey already mentioned above (study 7). In addition to an assessment of the participants’ interest in comparing with a wealth of social and temporal targets, this survey had also included some measures of how legitimate and how stable the league table hierarchy was perceived to be. Interest in comparing with each target was assessed from these two variables across the experimental conditions mentioned above (their interaction and some other predictors that are not of relevance here were also included in the analyses). Results showed that perceived illegitimacy increased the likelihood of participants’ comparing with targets that were very different in their position relative to the mid-ranking ingroup, i.e. with targets at the very top and bottom of the league table hierarchy. Stability did not have any significant effects. 
	The evidence yielded for the SIT predictions with regards to the effects of legitimacy, permeability, and stability on intergroup comparisons can be summarised briefly. As would be expected according to SIT, perceived illegitimacy of the social hierarchy does indeed seem to render previously incomparable targets (at the very bottom and top of the hierarchy) comparable (for additional evidence on this issue, see chapter 15, this volume). However, the other two variables fare less well: No evidence was found that perceived instability affects comparisons with social outgroup targets at all. If anything, it seems to affect comparisons with temporal targets. Further, no evidence was found that perceived permeability affects comparisons with social outgroup targets. If anything, this variable seems to affect comparisons with intragroup and temporal targets. 
(d) Ingroup Identification
A final concern was to assess the effect of identification on comparison choices. Specifically, we were interested to test whether identification is positively related to intergroup comparison interest, as might be expected on the basis of SIT, or whether it is positively related to intragroup and temporal comparisons, as might be expected on the basis of the ‘primacy of the ingroup’ hypothesis outlined above. 
As indicated earlier, studies 1-3 (the studies among ethnic minority and majority participants, see above) also included a measure of ingroup identification, based on the scales of Brown et al. (1986) and Ellemers, Kortekaas, and Ouwerkerk (1999). Example items are ‘I see myself as a member of my group’ and ‘I am glad to be a member of my group’. For each sample, identification was regressed from the interest in comparing with the different targets. Although we conceive of identification as an antecedent of comparison choices, it was entered into the cross-sectional regressions as a DV for practical reasons. Results are displayed in table 3. As is apparent, the three studies yielded converging evidence that identification is positively related to intragroup and temporal comparison interest, but not to intergroup comparison interest.
Insert Table 3 here
We have found this effect also with some other samples of members of ethnic groups (Zagefka & Brown, in press, study 2): When regressing identification from interest in comparing with intragroup, temporal, and various intergroup targets in a sample of ethnic minority members and in a sample of ethnic majority members in Germany, both regressions yielded significant overall R2s. However, for the minority sample, only the beta for the temporal target was significant: Identification was positively related to interest in comparing with the past. Interest in comparing with majority members or members of other minorities was unrelated to identification. For the majority sample, only the beta for the intragroup target was significant: Identification was positively related to interest in comparing with other ingroup members. Identification was unrelated to interest in comparing with members of outgroups. 
	However, one question that remains open from these cross-sectional surveys is whether the effect of identification on comparisons is indeed causal. Luckily, the longitudinal design of study 3 helps to illuminate this issue. When regressing the interest in comparing with the intragroup and temporal targets at time 2, respectively, from identification at time 1 (controlling for comparison interest in these items at time 1), identification was not a significant predictor (however, it should be noted that comparison interest had a very high test-retest reliability, possibly making it difficult to pick up existing effects). When regressing the interest in comparing with outgroup targets (majority members, members of other minorities) at time 2 from identification at time 1 (controlling for the DV at time 1), identification was a negative significant predictor. Thus, identification caused a lowered interest in intergroup comparisons.
	Evidence from other Intergroup Settings. Evidence for identification affecting comparison preferences was also yielded in some other studies, using other types of groups and other paradigms. One of those studies is already mentioned above (study 4). Recall that in this study work groups of psychology students were given (fake) feedback about the performance of their group compared to other work groups in the class. They were asked to indicate on Likert-scales how interested they are to compare their result with several social targets and with the performance of their own group at a different point in time. Regressing identification from interest in the different targets included in the design (across experimental conditions), identification was positively related to comparison interest in the temporal target, but it was unrelated to interest in comparing with any of the social outgroup targets. Hence, once again identification was positively related to temporal comparison interest, and unrelated to intergroup comparison interest.
A similar finding emerged in another experiment already mentioned above (study 5). When regressing identification from interest in comparing with the three comparison targets of this study (across experimental conditions), the overall model was significant. However, only the β for the temporal target was significant. 
	In yet another study (study 10) – using a computer-paradigm previously employed in the interpersonal domain (Gibbons & Buunk, 1999) – university students (N = 85) had the opportunity to evaluate the performance of their university compared to other universities in the country and compared to the performance of their own university in the past (information were based on national league tables). We measured the time students spent reading information about upward social comparison targets, information about downward social targets, and temporal information. When regressing identification with the university from these three predictors, the overall model was significant. Interest in the temporal target was a positive predictor, interest in social downward targets was a negative predictor, and interest in social upward targets was unrelated to identification. Yet again, this finding underscores that identification is positively related to interest in temporal comparisons, and that it is either unrelated or negatively related to intergroup comparisons 
	In sum, it seems that identification leads to more interest in comparing within other ingroup members or in comparing with temporal targets. Identification seems to be either unrelated to intergroup comparisons (see also Deaux, Reid, Mizrahi, & Cotting, 1999, for similar findings), or even negatively related to this comparison type. These results are not in line with the hypotheses we derived from SIT. 
Conclusion
The most important results of the research reviewed here can be briefly summarised. We found evidence that members of ethnic groups who compare their economic situation with that of several reference standards place more emphasis on intragroup and temporal targets than on intergroup targets. At a most general level, this finding is more in line with Stigma theory’s ‘self-protection hypothesis’ and with Allport’s ‘primacy of the ingroup hypothesis’ than it is with what might be expected on the basis of SIT. We also investigated the effect of antecedents of comparisons choices, namely comparison motives, status/deprivation relative to a target, structural variables (stability, permeability, and legitimacy), and identification. In the following, we will for each of these variables briefly review the main findings, their implications, and directions for future research. 
Comparison motives. Firstly, we have yielded clear evidence that ‘motives’ affect comparison choices, and that different comparison targets are chosen precisely because they fulfil different motives. In general, in our data social upward comparisons satisfied particularly ‘evaluation’ motives, temporal, intragroup, and social downward comparisons satisfied mainly ‘enhancement’ motives, and comparisons with members of outgroups were often motivated by ‘equity’ concerns. 
While comparison motives have received some attention in the interpersonal research domain, they have been largely neglected in intergroup research (with some notable exceptions mentioned above, e.g. Taylor et al., 1989). However, our findings suggest that intergroup research could benefit from widening its scope and attending to this variable. Directions for future empirical work are plentiful. For instance, future research should supplement the traditional emphasis put on SIT’s ‘enhancement’ motive by some attention to several other motives, like the ones included in our research or yet other ones. Future research might also investigate prevalent motives for different types of social groups and contexts since it is becoming clear that social identity processes and their underlying functions do not operate similarly in all groups. Several recent studies have provided converging evidence for the diversity of psychological affiliations to human groups (Aharpour & Brown, 2002; Deaux, Reid, Mizrahi & Cotting, 1999; Lickel, Hamilton, Wieczorkowska, Lewis, Sherman & Uhles, 2000). Most importantly, a fruitful endeavour would be to take one step back, and not only investigate the effects of motives on comparisons, but also investigate the factors that give rise to one motive or another in any given situation. Knowing under which conditions members of stigmatised groups will be motivated by ‘enhancement’ and cognitively blind to discrimination against their group, and when they will instead be motivated by ‘equity’ and a desire to rectify social injustices, would not only be theoretically interesting, but would also have tremendous applied value. 
Status/deprivation relative to a target. Secondly, we have demonstrated that the relative status and perceived deprivation of the self/ingroup vis-à-vis some target impacts on interest in comparing with it. Whether the effect of RD is positive or negative depends on the specific situation, and the ‘motives’ that are prevalent within it. To our knowledge, this is the first time that this effect has been demonstrated for members of ethnic groups in Europe and also reverses the conventional assumption that comparisons always precede perceptions of deprivation. Again, therefore, there are several issues that future research might follow up. 
The impact of RD on comparisons in ethnic groups could be investigated experimentally (recall that our experiments used a different social category, i.e. national groups), or the impact of other variables related to RD, like for instance political deprivation and discrimination, might be explored. Again, such work would have potentially important practical implications. It would yield information on the conditions that lead to (dis)functional comparison and identity management strategies employed by members of social groups, in the sense of strategies that serve to perpetuate unfair social stratifications. Such research would readily connect with work in the ‘system justification’ tradition in helping to clarify when subordinate groups tolerate or even ignore manifest inequalities in the social structure (Jost & Banaji, 1994). Such an approach might even shed some light, therefore, on how more psychologically and socially desirable strategies can be encouraged. 
Structural variables (stability, permeability, and legitimacy). Thirdly, we found some initial evidence supporting the SIT hypothesis that a perceived illegitimacy of the social hierarchy might render previously incomparable targets comparable. However, no evidence was found for the SIT prediction that instability or impermeability affects comparisons with social outgroup targets. Rather, those two predictors were related more to intragroup and temporal comparisons. 
To our knowledge, to date very little other evidence has been gathered regarding the effects of SIT’s socio-structural variables on comparisons. Given their central position in the SIT theorising, this seems surprising, and the fact that one of the first attempts to yield evidence for the predicted effects was not successful is potentially bad news for the theory. Further research is urgently needed, which should ascertain which role exactly those variables play (or not), and, indeed, to discover what factors are most likely to generate perceptions of illegitimacy and instability in the first place. 
Identification. Fourthly, our results showed that identification leads to more interest in comparing within other ingroup members or in comparing with temporal targets. Identification was either unrelated to intergroup comparisons, or even negatively related to this comparison type. 
These results are more in line with the ‘primacy of the ingroup’ hypothesis than they are with the predictions we derived from SIT. We also have considerable faith in the pattern, since we obtained similar results across a range of different studies and methodologies. Again, however, we are unaware of other research that has addressed the same question, and a replication of our findings by others might be necessary before too strong implication should be drawn. Still, our findings clearly suggest that SIT’s traditional emphasis on intergroup processes should be supplemented with a simultaneous focus on intragroup processes (see also Tyler, Degoey, & Smith, 2001). From our point of view, future research would be well advised to advance in this direction, as clearly a full account of group processes has to take into account both types of processes and their interplay. 
	Finally, some limitations to the present work should be acknowledged. First of all, one might question whether questions about the economic situation were of relevance to the adolescent participants of studies 1-3. On the basis of qualitative data collected from the participants, we would argue that they were. However, at the same time one should be cautious to extrapolate from the present findings to the mechanisms that will be at play in samples of adults. Although ‘age’ did not have any significant main effects and did not qualify any of the relationships described above, in order to be sure that the findings presented here will generalise to older samples the studies would have to be replicated to those types of samples. 








Motives	Majority members (study 1)N = 300
	Past target  (Temporal comparison)N = 279	Ingroup target (Intragroup comparison)N = 279	Outgroup target (Intergroup comparison)N = 279
Enhancement	2.19   b   (1.15)	2.09   c   (1.12)	1.77   b   (1.04)
Evaluation	3.05   a   (1.23)	3.07   a   (1.23)	2.78   a   (1.26)
System blame/Equity own	1.57   c   (0.92)	1.75   d   (1.08)	1.61   b   (1.02)
Equity other	n/a	2.35   b   (1.19)	2.91   a   (1.31)
	Majority members (study 2)N = 116
	Past targetN = 35	Ingroup targetN = 35	Outgroup targetN = 39
Enhancement	3.20   a   (1.41)	2.66   ab  (1.35)	2.67   b   (1.54)
Evaluation	3.37   a   (1.40)	3.03   a  (1.29)	3.21   a   (1.24)
System blame/Equity own	2.17   b   (1.20)	2.20   b  (1.26)	2.87   ab  (1.43)
Equity other	n/a	2.17   b  (1.07)	2.46   b   (1.10)
	Minority members (study 2)N = 166
	Past targetN = 54	Ingroup targetN = 53	Outgroup targetN = 52
Enhancement	3.31   a   (1.24)	2.74   b   (1.35)	2.44   bc  (1.32)
Evaluation	3.33   a   (1.05)	3.11   a   (1.29)	2.92   a   (1.31)
System blame/Equity own	2.52   b   (1.28)	2.32   b   (1.34)	2.52   ab  (1.42)
Equity other	n/a	2.43   b   (1.26)	1.98   c   (1.11)





Effect of RD on Comparison Interest, study 3

	Overall R2	Individual standardised betas
DV: Interest in comparing with…		DV at time 1	Cognitive RD	Affective RD
Ingroup members(Intragroup comparison)	.29  ***	.48  ***	-.16  *	-.04 
Origin	.35  ***	.53  ***	-.12	-.09
Past target(Temporal comparison)	.26  ***	.36  ***	-.03	-.24  **
Majority members(Intergroup comparison)	.34  ***	.51  ***	  .11	 .21  **
developing world(Intergroup comparison)	.33  ***	.54  ***	-.12	-.03
Members of (other) minorities(Intergroup comparison)	.17  ***	.42  ***	  .008	 .05
Americans(Intergroup comparison)	.27  ***	.52  ***	-.04	 .04






Identification and Comparison Interest in different targets

	Majority members(study 1)	Majority members (study 2)	Minority members(study 2)	Minority members(study 3)
Overall Model	R2 	.10 	.18	.07	.15
	F 	5.35 (5, 288) ***	3.48(6, 103) **	1.32(8, 141)	4.92(7, 191) ***
Individual standardised betas	Ingroup members(Intragroup comparison)	.31  ***	.34  **	.09	.22  *
	Origin	n/a	n/a	.02	-.08
	Past target(Temporal comparison)	-.06	-.05	.07	.18  *
	Majority members(Intergroup comparison)	n/a	n/a	-.05	-.06
	developing world(Intergroup comparison)	-.11	-.17	-.13	.09
	Members of (other) minorities(Intergroup comparison)	.11	.03	.16	.07
	Americans(Intergroup comparison)	-.02	.15	-.08	.04
	Asylum seekers(Intergroup comparison)	.01	-.08	.17	n/a
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^1	  Obviously, other types of temporal comparisons are also possible. For instance, people might compare themselves with another person in the past (for instance with their mother when she was the same age). However, here we are not concerned with those types of comparisons. In the present context, ‘temporal comparisons’ refer to ‘self-self in the past’ or ‘ingroup-ingroup in the past’ comparisons. 
^2	  Note that in the RD research tradition, deprivation is often conceived of as a consequence of comparisons, rather than an antecedent. Brevity forbids a more thorough review of these mechanisms. However, as we have seen, it should suffice to say that on the basis of both SIT and Stigma theory, RD might usefully be employed as an IV also. 
